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Entering the great transition  
 
Inflation fears are easing and investors continue to reassess the growth outlook, as the economic rebound's momentum 

has peaked and monetary policy transits to a less expansionary setting. Ultimately, we expect growth to stabilize above 

trend, but the transition bears the risk of volatility spikes. We recently increased cash by reducing our gold position.    

  

Recent developments confirm the macro outlook has become 

more bifurcated. On the one hand, global aggregate demand 

remains at strong levels but growth momentum has peaked 

and market participants are reassessing the growth environ-

ment. In the US, for instance, economic growth is probably go-

ing to slow from an estimated 6% to 7% this year, to some-

where around 3% to 4% by the end of 2022.  

 

On the other hand, the macro stimulus measures of the devel-

oped economies will provide them with at least one more year 

of above-trend growth. These policies had supercharged the 

recovery from the historically unique coronavirus recession – 

which the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) re-

cently confirmed as the shortest on record.  

 

 
However, the latter is "old news" for investors. The financial 

markets have already extensively priced this outcome, which is 

why we had decided to trim our risk asset exposure back in 

June. In the meantime, the aforementioned peak in the busi-

ness outlook has become visible (graph 2) – and more price rel-

evant in various parts of the financial market.  

The peak growth factor is also visible in the latest inflation 

readings for July, published last week, which showed that 

headline and core inflation pressures eased significantly on a 

monthly basis. Importantly, pandemic-related sectors that had 

accounted for the bulk of the index increases during the previ-

ous months have started to roll over: vehicle rental prices fell 

4.6% last month, airline fares declined 0.1%, and used vehi-

cles price increases eased to 0.2% from a whopping 10.5% in 

June.  

 

Against this background, concerns among market participants 

of a growth slowdown in the second half of this year have in-

creased of late. Three factors have exacerbated this: 

 The Delta variant of Covid-19 is spreading globally  

 Credit and regulatory tightening in China continues 

 Various post-lockdown supply constraints weigh on some 

of the incoming economic data   

 

 
 
While it may take some time until investors conclude their cur-

rent reassessment of the outlook, none of these factors will ul-

timately prevent the global economy from settling on an 

Graph 1 

An exceptionally short recession   
(All recessions since 1850 according to NBER) 

 

Source: National Bureau of Economic Research, LGT Capital Partners 

Graph 2 

Peak growth moments in the major economies  
(Purchasing managers’ indices) 

 

Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners 
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above-trend growth path. The same is probably true for infla-
tion, which will moderate from current levels but settle well 

above the 2% per year average target, as intended in order to 

help maximize employment.   

 

At the same time, macro policy will almost certainly stay ac-

commodative, which will in turn provide a supportive backdrop 

for risky assets. Overall, these developments at their current 

trajectories should not materially change our somewhat mod-

erated but still constructive outlook, as we will outline in the 

remainder of this report in more detail.  

 
Delta variant is spreading, but vaccines 
help avoid lockdowns    
 

Most Covid-19 vaccines seem to offer good protection against 

the Delta variant of the virus. For that reason, in general, the 

hospitalization rate, rather than the daily new case count, 

should be the key variable for policy makers when it comes to 

considering re-imposing restrictions on personal freedoms, 
public life and economic activity.   

 

Clearly, the Delta case count is rising fast globally, yet as long 

as vaccines prevent hospitalizations with an efficacy of about 

90% and vaccination rates in a given country are high, the re-

spective authorities are unlikely to tighten restrictions meaning-

fully in response. Indeed, the hospitalization rates have started 

to decouple from daily new infections in countries in which the 

aforementioned conditions apply (graph 3). This is particularly 

true for the US, the UK and Europe. 

 

 
 

In Asia, the situation and outlook can vary significantly by 

country, as some are still facing severe public health chal-

lenges, while others seem to do rather well when compared to 

Europe or the US – but are still generally more reluctant to reo-

pen, especially when it comes to their external borders and 

non-citizens. Australia, for instance, just strictly shut down its 

capital Canberra after identifying only a single Delta infection, 

while its borders remain closed in both directions for residents 

and foreigners alike.   

 

At present, hardly any jurisdiction in Asia-Pacific is as open and 

accessible as the Western economies and most have relatively 

low vaccination rates. China is an exception, as it reports high 
vaccination rates, but remains inclined to quickly re-impose re-

strictions despite having a near-zero case count, as the closing 

of parts of Shanghai's port a few days ago shows.   

 

Nevertheless, while the US and Europe are in an advantageous 

position at present in this regard, vaccination rates and vaccine 

supplies are generally rising everywhere. Hence, the bottom 

line is at least the developed economies, over time including 

those in Asia, are not likely to tighten pandemic restrictions 

again markedly in the face of the current Delta outbreak.  

 
China tightening: credit condition 
should ease by end-year  
 

With regard to the slowdown in China, there are two things at 

work: one is an unproblematic normalization of growth to pre-

crisis activity. The country exited the corona crisis about six 

months ahead of the West and its growth rate had always 

been bound to normalize earlier as well. The second is a regu-
latory and credit tightening, and as a result the risk of over-

tightening, with potentially severe negative repercussions for 

China and the global economy. Regulatory changes in the pri-

vate sector that suggest more vigilant market supervision going 

forward have additionally fueled these concerns lately. 

 

 
 

In our view, authorities will probably want to keep the regula-

tory pressures elevated ahead of the next Communist Party 

congress in October of 2022. The severity of regulatory action 

will vary across sectors, and arguably be most disruptive in ar-

eas that conflict with national security, tech innovation and so-

cial priorities. The broader private sector, on the other hand, is 

unlikely to receive the same regulatory intensity.   

 

At the same time, a relaxation of the monetary policy and 

hence of credit conditions are likely to occur before that key 

political event – which should in turn bring about stabilization 

of economic activity instead of an overtightening. We would 

expect that cyclical reversal to occur toward the end of the 

year.   

 
All said, Chinese equities have already absorbed much of the 

recent negative news and stand out as the only major market 

that is down significantly this year (graph 5). Going forward, 

Graph 3 

US Coronavirus cases and hospitalizations  
(Vaccinations in % of population, hospitalization in % of to-
tal, cases per million people) 

 

Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners 
 

Graph 4 

China credit tightening weighs on growth   
(Credit impulse based on total social financing)  

 

Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners 
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however, we believe that although the ongoing market jitters 
are likely to moderate as investors get used to the new situa-

tion, uncertainty will remain elevated for some time. For these 

reasons, we have not changed our neutral stance on Asian 

emerging equities in the portfolio, which we had adopted back 

in June. 

 

 
 

This position means that our view on Chinese equities is not 

negative, and we acknowledge that some of the recent market 

reactions to regulatory fears may prove overdone from a fun-

damental viewpoint. However, we do expect emerging Asia to 

continue to underperform in this global bull market as long as 

China's tightening persists and Asia lags in terms of managing 

the pandemic's aftermath, in particular in vaccinations.  

 
Reopening and China slowdown help 
resolve supply constraints   
 

The aforementioned issues are also contributing to the post-

lockdown supply constraints. While COVID restrictions will con-

tinue to curtail supply and inventories need to be restocked, a 

slowdown in Chinese and hence global demand will help ease 

these constraints somewhat, which is what chart 6 implies.  

 

Against this background, we note how growth relates to our 

outlook for monetary and fiscal policy: if our outlook for 

growth proves correct and activity indeed settles above trend 

next year, then a gradual reduction of the Federal Reserve's 

bond purchases, known as "tapering," should not cause signif-

icant economic disruption. On the other hand, should the three 

factors mentioned before weigh on activity more heavily than 

expected, this would force policy makers to stay accommoda-

tive for even longer.  

 

Following a series of generally strong economic data over the 

past few months, including the labor market report in the 

week before last, market participants have already brought for-

ward the expected date US interest hike cycle (graph 7). If 

growth were to slow too much due to the virus, not just 

monetary but also fiscal policy would likely expand again, given 

the low political hurdle to spend money to fight a health crisis. 

If the economic data remains strong, on the other hand, 

markets will continue to cope rather well with the prospect of 

an earlier tightening.  

  

 
 

As things stand today, we expect the Fed to, more or less, for-

mally communicate it plans to begin incrementally reducing as-

set purchase early next year – probably at the Jackson Hole 

economic conference on 26-28 August. The exact parameters 

will depend on economic developments between now and 

then, but most likely the process will be very gradual in any 

case.  

 

Importantly, the overall policy backstop for financial markets 

will remain supportive at least as long as inflation expectations 

remain stable or recede – i.e. as long as the risk of a stagfla-
tionary turn remains low.  

 

Fortunately, such a turn for the worse seems rather unlikely at 

present. If we look at readings of current inflation expecta-

tions, we can see that they remain below their long-term me-

dian and have even moderated somewhat as of late (graph 8, 

next page). Put differently, they remain far away from any criti-

cal zone that would force monetary policy makers to act 

preemptively. 

   

Graph 5 

Equities: China weighted down by broad tightening  
(MSCI net return indices in local currency) 

Source: Bloomberg, LGT Capital Partners 

Graphs 6 and 7 

Supplier struggle with meeting demand surge  
(Based on manager surveys by JP Morgan/IHS Markit) 

Rate hike projections have moved closer  
(Based on Overnight Index Swaps-Pricing)  

Source: Refinitv, LGT Capital Partners 
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Positioning: gold allocation reduced  
 

In view of the recent easing of investors’ concerns about exces-

sive inflation risks, we decided to cut our position in gold in 

half in favor of cash. However, we believe a more moderate 

hedging element against spiking prices continues to make 

sense – inflation risks have faded, but not completely disap-

peared.  

 

Beyond that change, we are staying the course – i.e. remain 

slightly overweight in developed market equities and keep ex-

posure to our reopening basket in the West. The latter is in line 

with our view that the reopening process, although it has 

stalled a bit recently, still has legs to run in some sectors, such 

as in services. For example, company profits in developed mar-

kets will still benefit from the elevated disposable household 

savings, which will continue to gradually flow back into con-

sumption as a more open business conditions return.  

 

Emerging market equities have remained on neutral since June, 
when we cut the position due to the uncertainties related to 

China.  

 

In fixed income, we remain underweight in sovereign and cor-

porate debt, as we expect yields to recover from current lows. 

The overweight in emerging market local debt is an exception 

here due to attractive currency valuations and adequate real in-

terest rate differentials. 

 

Our allocations to real assets, insurance-linked securities and al-

ternative assets remain close to the target weight. We are also 

still long the Norwegian krone versus the euro as an additional 

way to profit from reflation and the prospects of rising carry.  

 

Finally, our remaining gold also provides a hedge against geo-

political risk events. Our cash reserve has increased following 

the sale of gold, which will allow us to seek out opportunities if 

market setbacks become more pronounced.  

  

In conclusion, we anticipate some market and macro data vola-

tility going forward due to the ongoing phase of peaking eco-

nomic activity, the ongoing broader Chinese tightening cam-

paign, as well as the uncertainties around the Delta variant of 

the coronavirus as well as the various post-lockdown supply 

constraints.  

 

That said, once the broader investment community is done 

with the current re-assessment of growth prospects, the global 

economy should still find itself humming along at a rate that 

will be higher than the norm of recent decades. At the same 
time, inflation expectations remain consistent with higher but 

not excessive price dynamics given the extreme shock we come 

from. Moreover, while their impact may be less expansionary, 

monetary policy and even fiscal policy settings remain easy rel-

ative to the robustness of the recovery. As such, the overall 

macro backdrop will ultimately stay supportive for risky assets 

in our view - perhaps best highlighted by the deeply negative 

real interest rates. We therefore continue to expect positive, al-

beit more moderate returns for risky assets going forward.   

 

END OF REPORT 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Graph 8 

Long-term inflation expectations remain normal  
(Based on traded inflation protection instruments) 

SD = standard deviation from mean. Source: Bloomberg, LGT Capital Partners 
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LGT Capital Partners' current tactical asset allocation  

The tactical asset allocation (TAA) is set quarterly with a time horizon of up to six months. The table shows our current positioning ver-

sus the strategic allocation (SAA) of the LGT Endowment, or Princely Strategy, for 2021.  
 Equities: tactical overweight in developed markets, with an emphasis on reflationary/reopening theme  

 Fixed income: underweight, with a preference for emerging markets bonds (in local currency)     

 Alternatives and currencies: active position in gold and NOK vs. EUR and a small passive overweight in EM currencies  

Reference portfolio: LGT GIM Balanced (USD). The TAA is valid for all similar portfolios but various restrictions or liquidity considerations can lead to deviations in implementation. In currencies, “others" 

represents indirect exposures resulting from unhedged positions in markets against the base currency. * Includes global government, inflation-linked and corporate bonds. 

 
Performance of markets relevant to our asset allocation 

 
 

¹ Annualized return ² Equal-weighted hard and local currency total return indices ³ Bloomberg correlation-weighted currency indices of a currency versus its nine major counterparts, except for the CNY 
(shown against the USD).| Source: Bloomberg 
 

 

 1 month 3 months Year to date  3 years, p.a.¹  5 years, p.a.¹

Fixed Income

Global government bonds USD 0.6% 2.6% -1.0% 4.9% 2.8%

Global inflation linked bonds USD 1.0% 2.2% 3.9% 4.4% 3.4%

Investment grade corporate bonds USD 0.2% 1.3% 0.0% 6.0% 3.8%

High yield bonds USD -0.2% 0.6% 2.4% 7.0% 6.3%

Emerging markets ² USD -0.3% 0.2% -2.4% 5.7% 3.2%

Equities

Global USD 3.2% 7.5% 18.3% 14.9% 14.5%

Global defensive USD 2.6% 6.0% 12.0% 10.2% 9.2%

North America USD 3.5% 8.1% 19.5% 18.1% 17.1%

Europe EUR 3.8% 6.8% 19.1% 8.8% 9.2%

Japan JPY -0.3% 2.9% 7.8% 7.4% 10.4%

Emerging markets USD -4.9% -2.2% -0.1% 10.0% 9.4%

Alternative and real assets

Listed private equity USD 8.7% 15.7% 43.5% 23.6% 20.5%

Hedge funds USD -0.6% 0.6% 6.2% 5.2% 4.9%

Insurance linked securities (ILS) USD 0.3% 1.1% 2.7% 3.9% 3.8%

Real estate investment trusts (REITs) USD 1.0% 10.7% 24.4% 11.4% 7.4%

Gold USD -1.1% -3.9% -5.5% 14.8% 5.9%

Currencies (vs. rest of G10) ³

US dollar USD 0.2% 3.7% 3.1% -1.0% 0.2%

Euro EUR -0.2% 0.1% -1.1% 0.1% 1.1%

Swiss franc CHF 1.2% 2.8% -0.2% 2.3% 1.4%

Japanese yen JPY 0.9% 3.6% -3.2% -0.6% -1.7%

Australian dollar AUD -1.5% -3.3% -3.0% -1.1% -0.9%

Norwegian krone NOK 0.0% -4.1% -0.6% -2.7% -1.5%

British pound GBP 0.4% 1.0% 4.1% 1.9% 1.5%

Canadian dollar CAD 0.1% -1.4% 4.0% 0.2% 0.6%

Chinese yuan (vs. USD) CNY -0.1% -0.7% 0.7% 2.0% 0.4%

SAA
2021

Short-term investments 0.0%

Investment grade bonds* 23.0%

High yield bonds 5.0%

Emerging market bonds 7.0%

Global defensive 7.5%

Global developed 26.5%

North America OW

Europe OW

Japan OW

Asia-Pacific OW

Emeging markets 5.0%

Listed private equity 5.0%

Liquid alternatives 13.0%

Insurance-linked securities 6.0%

Real estate (REITs) 5.0%

Gold 0.0%

SAA
USD 88.0%

EUR 0.0%

CHF 0.0%

NOK 0.0%

Others 12.0%

Asset class underweight                                       Tactical allocation versus SAA                                       overweight
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Macro and corporate fundamentals  

 

Important information: This marketing material was issued by LGT Capital Partners Ltd., Schützenstrasse 6, CH-8808Pfäffikon, Switzerland and/or its affiliates (hereafter "LGT CP") with the greatest of care 
and to the best of its knowledge and belief. LGT CP provides no guarantee with regard to its content and completeness and does not accept any liability for losses that might arise from making use of this 
information. The opinions expressed in this marketing material are those of LGT CP at the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all 
figures are unaudited. This marketing material is provided for information purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the recipient. It does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell finan-
cial instruments or services and does not release the recipient from exercising his/her own judgment. The recipient is in particular recommended to check that the information provided is in line with his/her 
own circumstances with regard to any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequences, if necessary with the help of a professional advisor. This marketing material may not be reproduced either in part or in full 
without the written permission of LGT CP. It is not intended for persons who, due to their nationality, place of residence, or any other reason are not permitted access to such information under local law. 
Neither this marketing material nor any copy thereof may be sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or to U. S. persons. Every investment involves risk, especially with regard to fluctuations in 
value and return. Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the foreign currency might lose value against the investor's reference currency. It should be noted that historical returns and 
financial market scenarios are no guarantee of future performance. © LGT Capital Partners 2021. All rights reserved.  
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 USA China Eurozone Japan Germany France UK Canada S. Korea

Gross domestic product (GDP)

Nominal, this year¹ bn USD 22,675 16,642 14,584 5,378 4,319 2,938 3,125 1,883 1,807

Per Capita, purchasing power parity¹  USD, PPP 68,309 18,931 40,965 44,585 56,956 49,492 47,089 51,713 47,027

Real growth this year¹ Consensus 6.2% 8.5% 4.6% 2.5% 3.3% 5.9% 6.8% 6.2% 4.1%

Real growth next year¹ Consensus 4.3% 5.6% 4.4% 2.6% 4.5% 4.0% 5.4% 4.2% 3.0%

Real growth current quarter Annualized 6.5% 5.3% 8.3% 1.3% 1.5% 0.9% 4.8% 5.6% 0.7%

Unemployment this year Consensus 5.5% 3.8% 8.1% 2.9% 5.8% 8.2% 5.1% 7.6% 3.9%

Inflation this year Consensus 4.2% 1.5% 2.0% 0.1% 2.7% 1.6% 2.1% 2.8% 1.9%

Inflation next year Consensus 2.9% 2.3% 1.5% 0.6% 1.7% 1.4% 2.3% 2.3% 1.5%

Purchasing manager index (comp.) ² Neutral: 50 60 53 60 49 62 58 60 56 53

          

Structural budget balance/GDP IMF -12.9% -9.0% -4.6% -8.5% -4.0% -5.2% -5.0% -6.7% -2.4%

Gross government debt/GDP IMF 132.8% 69.6% 98.2% 256.5% 70.3% 115.2% 107.1% 116.3% 53.2%

Current account balance/GDP IMF -3.9% 1.6% 2.8% 3.6% 7.6% -2.1% -3.9% -0.8% 4.2%

International currency reserves bn USD 42.6 3,235.9 423.2 1,301.9 37.1 54.1 130.9 75.9 441.2

         

Govt bond yield   2yr ³ % p.a. 0.20% 2.47% -0.61% -0.11% -0.74% -0.73% 0.13% 0.43% 1.28%

Govt bond yield   10yr ³ % p.a. 1.23% 2.87% -0.20% 0.02% -0.49% -0.15% 0.55% 1.16% 1.89%

Main policy interest rate ⁴ % p.a. 0.25% 4.35% 0.00% -0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.25% 0.50%

¹ IMF estimates  ² Manufacturing PMI for Korea  ³ Currency swap rates for China and Brazil and closest ESM/EFSF bond for Eurozone  ⁴ Max target rate for Fed

 USA Eurozone China Japan Germany France UK Canada S. Korea

Exchange capitalization* bn USD 51,150 10,412 18,419 6,780 2,904 984 3,776 781 2,309

Growth in earnings per share, estimated (MSCI)

12 months forward / trailing 12 months Consensus 25.8% 35.6% 36.1% 7.7% 31.1% 56.0% 52.0% 22.5% 47.0%

Next fy / 12m fwd Consensus 3.2% 3.2% 6.1% 5.1% 2.7% 3.7% 0.3% 2.0% 0.1%

Growth in revenue per share, estimated (MSCI)

12m fwd / trail 12m Consensus 11.1% 4.8% 28.1% 6.9% 7.7% 7.4% 10.5% 5.8% 5.9%

Next fy / 12m fwd Consensus 2.3% 1.7% 5.0% 2.0% 1.6% 1.7% 1.2% 2.8% 2.8%

Valuations (MSCI)

Price-Earnings Ratio (est 12m fwd) Consensus 21.8 16.4 13.5 14.8 14.4 17.2 12.1 15.5 10.6

Price-Sales Ratio (est 12m fwd) Consensus 2.9 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.3 2.1 1.0

Dividend yield Consensus 1.3% 2.6% 1.8% 2.2% 2.6% 2.5% 4.3% 2.7% 1.8%

* China market cap includes Hong Kong | Source: Bloomberg Data per: 17.08.2021

Expected annual inflation rates
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